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How, When and Why?
ANIMALS AND BIRDS

 1. How does a red squirrel eat?

A red squirrel’s diet main diet consists of pine cone seeds. The seeds are 
first methodically split from the pine cone. The squirrel then nibbles out the 
seeds along their edges. It then rotates the cone using its front paws and 
then proceeds to strip out another line of seeds.

 2. Did you know?

When full, the blue whale’s stomach can hold as much as 2.5 tonnes of krill.

 3. Why do African elephants have bigger ears than Indian elephants?

Indian Elephants or Asiatic elephants tend to 
have smaller ears than their African counterparts. 
African elephants may have ears as wide as 3 feet. 
African elephants live in hotter climates than the 
Asiatic elephants and their enormous sized ears 
help to lose more of body’s heat. They present a 
large surface to lose the body-heat. These huge 
ears also help to listen to more acute sounds from 
far away. When in danger the African elephants 
are in attacking mode. The huge ears give them a 
terrifying appearance to scare off their enemy.

 4. Did you know?

In winters, flies go into hibernation, mostly in groups, in any available dry or warm space.

 5. When do birds migrate?

We have heard about and even seen large flocks of birds flying 
together in the sky. Most of them are flying as a group on their 
migratory routes. Some birds migrate individually too. Most of the 
birds leave their countries or regions where they were born to fly to 
warmer climates when winter sets in. They mostly return in spring, 
to their native places, to breed. These birds travel thousands of miles 
at the same time of the year and return to their native land exactly 
where they had left from. 

Migrations are triggered off by the change in length of daylight as it tends to affect the birds’ nervous 
systems .The shorter days send a signal to the birds’ nervous system to go away to the warmer climate. 
The change in daylight again signals them to return to their native region.
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 6. Did you know?

Jumping beans are made to jump by the action of insects inside them.

 7. Why do giant squids have large eyes?

Giant squids may have eyes measuring as large as 40 cm 
across. Giant squids tend to thrive in dark and gloomy 
conditions in deep sea waters. That is why they have big 
eyes to see in poor visible conditions.

 7. Did You Know? 

There are about 600 marine organisms which produce light from their bodies. This characteristic of 
such organisms is called Bioluminescence.

 8. Did you know?

Electric eels can produce strong electric shocks, around 500 volts, for self-defense and for hunting

 9. How does a snake swallow something bigger than itself?

We have heard about or seen documentaries that show a snake 
swallowing an animal larger than itself. Snakes are able to do 
so as their jaws are not rigidly fixed together like many other 
animals. Their jaws are merely connected by ligaments which 
can stretch, which allows them to force their mouth right over 
the bulkiest and largest of prey.

HUMAN BEINGS

	 1.	 Why	do	humans	have	fingers	of	different	lengths?

We have evolved from apes. If you observe an ape you will see they have 
hands with different lengths of fingers. They use these hands and fingers 
to walk on and help balance. We have developed into human beings yet 
these different lengths of fingers exist in us though we no longer use our 
paws to walk on. Today these different lengths of fingers help us to hold 
things, to use tools and to grasp articles.

 2. Did you know?

The armpit is called the axilla.

 3. Why do we sleep?

One chemical theory claims that we sleep when the chemical required for us 
to stay awake gets exhausted. We sleep to replenish it through sleep. Another 
theory states that during wakefulness a poisonous substance is formed by 
our body which tends to get destroyed during our sleepy state. Many claim 
we sleep as during that time our brain develops and that’s why infants sleep 
so much. But basically it has been accepted that sleep is a necessity to rest 
our body and partially the brain too.

 5. Did you know?

Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our nose and ears never stop growing.
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 6. Why do we get thirsty?

Simply put, thirst is a need , that arises when our body needs water. 
Our mouths turn dry and there is a strong urge to drink water. 
Sometimes the sight of pleasant and sweet drinks like milkshakes or 
aerated drinks evokes the urge to drink. When a person has fever or 
when dehydration occurs in the body, then too, the urge to drink is 
strong. In such cases we tend to drink more than our thirst requires. It 
helps the toxins to flow out from the blood and body. In such times our 
urine turns yellowish as the body toxins are more concentrated in it. The more water we drink the 
more the yellowness decreases.

 7. Did you know?

On an average, a humans being is able to produce enough spit to fill a swimming pool. 

 8. Why do we hear when we sleep?

Even though most voices won’t wake us up, they are still received by our brain. When we are asleep 
our brain filters unimportant sounds. The one sound that probably will wake you up most of the time 
is the sound of your name. 

 9. Did you know?

Brain has no sensation of pain even it its cut.

 10. Why does water not soak into our skin?

Our skin is waterproof but it allows water to come out in the form of 
sweat. Our skin contains millions of tiny tubes which carry sweat from the 
inner skin to the surface. With sweat glands exerting pressure upwards, 
water cannot make its way down into the skin thereby making the skin 
waterproof.

NATURE

	 1.	 How	have	fiords	been	formed?						

A fiord (also spelled as fjord) is a long, narrow, deep inlet of the sea between 
high cliffs typically formed by submergence of a glaciated valley. Here the 
water is often deeper than the sea-floor off-shore. The fiords had their 
origins where great cracks, or faults, were created in the mountains. Many 
millions years ago as the Ice Age began, glaciers moved and spread down 
the mountains deepening the fiords, creating the enormous troughs they 
have become today.

Fiords are mainly seen in Norway and fiord coasts have formed in western Canada, southern Chile, 
South Island in New Zealand and north-west Scotland.

 2. Did you know?

The highest mountain in the world Mt Everest was named after Sir George Everest, who had discovered 
it in 1856, when he was posted as the Surveyor General of India.
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 3. Why are ‘artesian wells’ called by that name?

The word ‘artesian’ comes from Artesium, the ancient name of Artois in 
northern France. Here a free flowing famous well was excavated early in 
the 12th century. The artesian wells are man-made wells. They are dug to 
reach the underground water deep beneath the ground. The wells are 
created by boring into the rock to a channel that is lower than the water 
source. The water flows freely in such wells. Such wells do not require a 
pump to pull up the water. The water will keep flowing out naturally till it runs dry after many years.

 4. Did you know?

An iceberg has more heat than in a matchstick.

 5. How does Ayers Rock change colours?

The Ayers Rock is an enormous sandstone boulder that is 1,143 feet high. 
It stands in the plains of central Australia. Many atmospheric changes 
keep on occurring in these plains. These changes  along with the reflected 
light falling from the Sun from various angles causes the change in colours 
of the Ayers Rock. The colour of the Ayers Rock is usually red but may vary 
from crimson red, yellowish – ochre, through shades of orange through to 
deep purple and even black.

 6. Did you know?

Hot water freezes faster than cold water.

 7. Why do earthquakes occur in certain places?

Earthquakes occur mainly in the regions where mountains are being 
formed and where earth’s crust is under strain. Friction and heat is 
generated during this process and this friction in deep underground 
rocks cause earthquakes.

 8. Did you know?

The greatest tide change on Earth occurs at the Bay of Fundy, near Canada. The difference between 
low tide and high tide can be as great as 54 feet 6 inches.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

 1. Did you know?

Diamonds do not dissolve in acid. The only way to destroy them is to use intense heat on them.

	 2.	 How	are	glass	fibres		useful	?

Glass fibres are actually a mass of very fine strands of glass. These 
can be woven to create a material. They can also be massed together 
just like cotton–wool. They neither corrode nor decay. They are good 
insulators and poor conductors of electricity. They do not rot in damp 
conditions and do not get damaged in the sunlight. They can be dyed and patterned. 

 3. Did you know?

Micro-dot is a great scientific invention. The whole typewritten page can be reduced to the size of a 
full stop.
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 4. How does an incandescent bulb work?

An incandescent bulb typically consists of a glass enclosure containing 
a tungsten filament. An electric current passes through the filament, 
heating it to a temperature that produces light. Incandescent light bulbs 
usually contain a stem or glass mount attached to the bulb’s base which 
allows the electrical contacts to run through the envelope without gas/
air leaks. Small wires embedded in the stem support the filament and/
or its lead wires. The enclosing glass enclosure contains either a vacuum 
or an inert gas to preserve and protect the filament from evaporating.

 5. Did you know?

We cannot talk in space like we do on Earth because there is no medium to carry sound waves.

	 6.	 Why	do	ships	weigh	more	in	the	daytime	than	at	night?

Every ship weighs more in daytime than at night when the moonlight 
shines upon it. The gravitational pull of the moon is greater on the ship 
than its pull exerted on the water. Due to this the ship displacement 
gets reduced.

 7. Did you know?

Although Radon is a gas, it weighs four times heavier than iron.

 8. How was stainless steel discovered?

Harry Brearley set out to create an erosion resistant steel, not a corrosion 
resistant one, and began experimenting with steel alloys containing chromium. 
During these experiments he made several variations of his alloys, ranging from 
6% to 15% chromium with differing measures of carbon. On the 13th August 
1913 he  created a steel with 12.8% chromium and 0.24% carbon, argued to be 
the first ever stainless steel. 

The circumstances in which Brearley discovered stainless steel are covered in myth; some enchanted 
tales talk of him tossing his steel into the rubbish, only to notice later that the steel hadn’t rusted to 
the extent of its counterparts.

Other more plausible (but less attractive) accounts claim it was necessary for Brearley to etch his steels 
with nitric acid and examine them under a microscope in order to analyse their potential resistance 
to chemical attack. He found that his new steel resisted these chemical attacks and proceeded to test 
the sample with other agents, including lemon juice and vinegar. He was astounded to find that his 
alloys were still highly resistant, and immediately recognised the potential for his steel within the 
cutlery industry.


